INTRODUCTION

Qualitative Longitudinal (QL) research focuses on the study of change in individual lives and in the social worlds in which lives are lived. The basic empirical questions being addressed are: what has changed, and what has not changed. And the theoretical questions begin with plausible explanations for these developments, before moving on to the interplay between biography and history and experience and expectation.

 Practically speaking, this kind of research requires the researcher to maintain contact with individual people, tracking the course of their lives over time. So diaries are an ideal instrument, providing a dated, contemporaneous record of interpretations, experiences and events. The data a diary offers the researcher can be interpreted in two ways: as the diarist’s construction of personal experience and social realities, or as a source of information about unfolding sequences of events. In short, diaries offer researchers insights into occurrences and interpretations of the events of the life course, of everyday activities and of people’s experience of the social worlds around them.

KEY POINTS

1. Diaries are a familiar and readily available tool, that enable the individual to construct a daily record of life as lived: appointments, events, experiences, encounters, feelings, attitudes.

2. Researchers can design diaries intended to produce data that serves specific research objectives.

3. Research subjects can be asked to keep diaries and, given appropriate guidance, many will agree to do so.

4. The advantages of diaries for QL research are that:
   - Diaries provide material for a triangulated approach; for example, by generating questions that might be asked during subsequent interviews;
   - Diaries may include accounts of sensitive or private experiences that are not easily obtained in interviews;
   - Expectations or predictions can be recorded in diaries that can be tested against the evidence of subsequent entries;
   - As a source of data, diaries do not require the researcher to be present;
   - Diarists are able to make entries ‘in their own time’, as and when they feel able to comment on unfolding events or experiences.

5. The disadvantages are:
   - Some participants may be put off, believing that they do not have the time or skills to keep a diary;
   - Some diarists may drop out, believing that what they are recording is not worth the effort;
   - Some diarists may produce ‘sanitised’ accounts of their experiences or feelings;
   - It is difficult to know how systematic diary-based information is: the occurrence of seemingly trivial or routine events for example may be omitted.
BACKGROUND

Diaries have always been a readily available source of insight into everyday social life (Fothergill, 1974). Nevertheless in the past, social scientists have been remarkably reluctant to use them (Plummer, 1983). In recent years however, there has been growing interest, not least because of the limitations of interview-based methods (Elliott, 1997; Jones, 2000; Bytheway and Johnson, 2002; Alaszewski, 2006).

Diaries can take a number of different forms. At one extreme they may be hand-written narratives (as characterises the typical private diary) and, at the other, they may be composed solely of tick-boxes (as used in time-use research). Entries may be made electronically, e.g. through emails sent to the researcher but they may also be composed of scrapbooks of cuttings and dated drawings, or they may include little more than cryptic notes. In terms of time, entries may be made hourly, daily or intermittently. A diary may provide a full and detailed commentary in the diarist’s own words, or entries may be restricted to pre-categorised spaces for ease of completion and analysis. The diary may take the form of a log, which only records the occurrence of specific events with no space for reflection and detail and, in some circumstances, a diary may be kept by a proxy, an amanuensis for the participant.

It is helpful to distinguish between diaries that are produced specifically for the purposes of research (commissioned diaries) and those that were produced for other reasons but which, nevertheless, are available to researchers (pre-existing diaries). At one extreme, the latter may include little more than times of meetings, travel expenses or a record of sales and purchases. At the other, they may include private thoughts about personal events and relationships. Pre-existing diaries may be invaluable to the researcher in that they cast light on how individuals organise or interpret their lives. Moreover they may systematically record certain types of event or activity and may extend over many years if not decades. However, even with permission, there may be significant ethical issues regarding the use for research of material extracted from such diaries.

As with self-completion questionnaires, there is enormous flexibility in the design of commissioned diaries. Time-use diaries often provide an hourly grid and a simple categorisation of activities in order to record the ways in which individuals use their time. In sharp contrast, other diaries may be designed to record detailed accounts of comparatively rare experiences (such as exceptional weather). Just as the interview method has been refined through close and critical analysis of how people respond to the stimulus of questions, so methods based on diaries need expertise and experience in their design: the use of headings and prompts for example, and in the provision of space for entries.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PRACTICE

In designing and commissioning diaries, researchers need to consider what they want the diarist to record and how the diary page should be laid out. Most potential diarists would like clear instructions, even if the intention is that they should be free to choose what to include. Even when entries are made every day, there may be problems of recall and research that requires a detailed and reliable record of events and emotions may encounter problems such as under-recording of information, particularly when the diarist is attempting to document something that is complex and unclear. A further complication is that the act of diary keeping may influence and alter the way in which respondents report their data, choosing to include more favourable data or data which more closely fits perceptions of the project’s remit.

However, these are only problems if they do not fit with the researcher’s intentions. It could also be that an analysis of what is recorded (and what is not) could be just as revealing if the diary is collated with an in-depth interview. Some researchers may be particularly interested in the narrative construction of a diary: how people frame their stories, what they chose to include and the words they use. Therefore these recording practices are not problems necessarily, but rather could be seen as an interesting source of data in their own right.

For The Oldest Generation project (TOG), we commissioned monthly diaries to be submitted over an 18 month period. We recruited twelve families, within which one member, aged 75 or more, was the ‘Senior,’ and another the ‘Recorder,’ the person who would keep the diary. Most of the diarists were sons or daughters of the Senior. The objective was to study the family lives of the oldest generation over the course of the fieldwork period and the Seniors were interviewed at the beginning and again at the end. The twelve Recorders were supplied with monthly diaries. Each diary was dated and included 60 A5-size pages, allowing for daily entries to overflow on to...
a second page when necessary. At the end of each month, they posted the diary to the project office and another was posted out to replenish their stocks. In addition to providing data for analysis, this monthly routine enabled us to maintain close contact with the families. We sent the Recorders a shopping voucher worth £50 for each monthly diary.

Each page of the TOG diary was headed with a narrow strap line with three prompts: ‘Day,’ ‘Date’ and ‘Date Entered’. This was intended to identify not just the day being described but also the date the entry was made; for example: “Day: Tuesday; Date: 1st January 2008; Date Entered: 6th January”. At some point, most Recorders entered the wrong date for the day of the week, and none scrupulously responded to all three prompts. Nevertheless, what we received were diaries in which entries were linked to specific dates and, through these prompts, could be read in chronological sequence.

Most Recorders complied with the monthly routine but there was some deviation. Three Recorders fairly quickly fell behind schedule and, despite their expressed intentions, stopped sending us diaries after less than twelve months. Through email however we obtained some limited information about the lives of their Seniors over the months that preceded the second interview. Two Seniors died in 2008: in one case, her son, her Recorder, made occasional entries in his diary over the six months that followed his mother’s death, but in the other case the Recorder made no further entries after her father had died. Both incidentally were interviewed in 2009 in their parent’s place. The remaining seven Recorders sent us at least 18 diaries covering the entire fieldwork period.

In guiding Recorders over what they should write about, we emphasised that we were hoping for something resembling an ‘ordinary’ diary in which they described contact with the Senior and the things that were happening in their Senior’s life. We elaborated by indicating that we were particularly interested in everyday life, in one-day events such as visits or celebrations, in life transitions such as moving house or going into hospital, and in a more general commentary on the Senior’s social relations with the family and others.

Most of the Recorders produced diaries which covered all these areas. As a result we were able to analyse daily and weekly routines of contact making and shopping, preparations and responses to the changing seasons (and in particular the forecasted arrival of snow).

One diary described how the Senior and his wife ‘house-sat’ whilst their son and wife went on holiday and how they then felt abandoned when their teenage grandchildren chose to spend their time elsewhere.

Another diary covered several months of house-searching with a view to the grandparents moving nearer to their daughter, the Recorder, and her family, culminating in a decision not to move after all and a sense of relief all round.
CONCLUSION

QL research is most effective when it draws on more than one source of data. Even though different perspectives on the same phenomena may create problems of interpretation (not least that relating to the question of what constitutes ‘the truth’) this is not an argument for adopting a simpler strategy. The challenge is to analyse the available evidence in ways which generate a fuller understanding of the changes being uncovered. Perhaps this was most clearly demonstrated in regard to the two Seniors who died during the course of 2008. The two diaries plotted the last months in their lives and this record can be set against the interviews that were undertaken with the two Recorders, a son and two daughters respectively.

In the planning of multi-sourced QL research, serious attention should be given to the potential of diaries. Whether pre-existing or commissioned, they provide a distinctive temporal view of life as lived, enabling the researcher to follow the unfolding stories of the diarist’s own life, and of those they live with.

The TOG project was distinctive in the length of the period covered. More commonly, commissioned diaries relate to just one or two weeks, sometimes a little longer. We were pleased to discover through TOG that most participants were able and willing to take on the challenge of a longer period. Looking back, we do not make any rash claims regarding the value of the diaries we are now archiving. There are many complications, and analysing them is complicated. We do not claim that the twelve families are statistically representative; from the outset we aimed at maximising diversity within what is essentially a group of volunteer participants. What we do claim however is that the diaries have uncovered aspects in the lives of the twelve Seniors that would not have been available through other methods. Not least we value highly the longitudinal data that relates to the final months in the long lives of two of our participants.

Finally it is interesting to note how researchers, particularly those engaged in qualitative research, are urged to keep ‘research diaries’. There are many examples of how these have been used to good effect. By thinking of research subjects as ‘co-participants’ – and in our experience with TOG this is exactly how many do think of themselves – it is only a small step to ask them to keep a diary too.
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